Channel state information at the transmitter affects the degrees of freedom of the wireless networks. In this paper, we analyze the DoF for the K-user multiple-input single-output (MISO) broadcast channel (BC) with synergistic alternating channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT). Specifically, the CSIT of each user alternates between three states, namely, perfect CSIT (P), delayed CSIT (D) and no CSIT (N) among different time slots. For the K-user MISO BC, we show that the total achievable degrees of freedom (DoF) are given by 2 2 −1 through utilizing the synergistic benefits of CSIT patterns. We compare the achievable DoF with results reported previously in the literature in the case of delayed CSIT and hybrid CSIT models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the rapid growth in wireless traffic, interference management is essential to provide the required quality of service (QoS) for future wireless networks. Traditional prior work focused on reducing the interference power at the receivers. Recently, interference alignment (IA) has been proposed and studied on various networks such as the interference, broadcast and X channels. IA is an elegant technique to decrease the impact of interference through reducing the dimension of the interference subspace thanks to the seminal work of [1] , [2] .
An important performance measure for a communication network is its degrees of freedom (DoF) which determines the behavior of the sum capacity in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. In particular, the network capacity under a transmission power is given by [3] ( ) = DoF log( ) + (log( )) (1) where lim →∞ (log( )) log( ) = 0. In capacity characterization work, it is a common assumption that receivers know the channel state information (CSI) perfectly and instantaneously, while the CSI knowledge at the transmitter(s) (CSIT) is usually subject to some limitations. At one extreme, it is assumed that the transmitters know the CSI instantaneously and perfectly (full CSIT assumption). Under this condition, the capacity region and, hence the DoF region, of the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) broadcast channel was characterized in [4] . The DoF of the K-user single-input single-output (SISO) interference channel was shown to be 2 with full CSIT [2] . Also, it was shown in [5] that the × SISO channel with full CSIT has + −1 DoF. In [6] , it was proved that channel output feedback does not provide any DoF benefit in interference and X channels under the full CSIT assumption. At the other extreme, the transmitter(s) are assumed to have no knowledge about CSI. In this case, the K-user multiple-input single-output (MISO) broadcast channel was studied in [7] . Other works include [8] which characterized the DoF regions of the Kuser MIMO broadcast channel, interference channel and X channel. Also, [9] - [11] studied the DoF region of the two-user MIMO broadcast and interference channels with no CSIT by developing upper and lower bounds on the DoF. It was shown in [8] that the MISO broadcast, SISO interference and SISO X channels under isotropic i.i.d. fading can achieve no more than one DoF.
Maddah Ali and Tse investigated a delayed CSIT model, which is an intermediate assumption between the two extremes; full CSIT and no CSIT. This model was introduced in [12] for the K-user Gaussian MISO broadcast channel (BC). They showed that the K-user BC under delayed CSIT can achieve at most /(1 + 1 2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 1 ) DoF which is strictly greater than one DoF. Also, in [13] , Maleki et al. applied the delayed CSIT model to the X-channel and showed that the 2 user SISO X channel under delayed CSIT assumption can achieve 8 7 DoF. A variety of work concerning CSIT availability models have been studied such as: quantized CSIT [14] , [15] , compound CSIT [16] - [18] and mixed CSIT [19] .
Related Work
Another interesting model is the alternating CSIT model that was first introduced by Tandon et. al. in [20] . The authors of the pre-mentioned paper studied the synergistic benefits of alternating CSIT for the 2-user MISO broadcast channel and defined the DoF region for different patterns of alteration. Also, the same authors in [21] studied the K-user case and identified the minimum CSIT pattern to achieve the upper bound on the total DoF, which is given by min( , ), for the MISO broadcast channel with an antenna transmitter and single antenna users. The achievable DoF under this model is upper bounded by
where = min( , ) is the fraction time that CSIT is perfect per user.
In [22] , the authors considered the hybrid CSIT model for the BC; in which the CSIT pattern is fixed during the channel uses. In their framework, there is a perfect CSIT for a subset of receivers and delayed CSIT for the remaining receivers. For the 3-user case, they showed that for a 2-antenna transmitter with perfect CSIT for one user and delayed CSIT for the other two users, the BC can achieve at most 5 3 DoF. Also, they studied the system with 3 antennas at the transmitter and showed that for the previous hybrid CSIT pattern a total DoF of 9 5 is achievable. For the same number of antennas, i.e. three, but with a higher CSIT setting; in which perfect CSIT is available for two users while delayed CSIT for the third user, 9 4 total DoF can be achieved.
The authors of [23] studied the SISO X channel with synergistic alternating CSIT. They proposed schemes based on interference creation-resurrection (ICR) that achieve the upper bound on the DoF of the 2-user network which is 4 3 DoF. Also, they characterized the DoF region as a function of the distribution of CSIT states, that are basically; perfect ( ), delayed ( ) and no CSIT ( ).
In this paper, we propose a scheme based on ICR under alternating CSIT for the K-user BC. The ICR scheme is partitioned into two phases: phase one is associated with the delayed CSIT and no CSIT states. In this phase, information terms are delivered to receivers with no CSIT availability and interference terms (to be resurrected in phase two) are received by receivers with delayed CSIT. In phase two, we deliver useful linear combinations of past interference terms to the receivers in order to decode their desired messages. We show that the achievable DoF for this network is given by
and the distribution of fraction of time of the different states { , , } required for our proposed scheme is
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model. The proposed scheme is discussed in Section III. Section IV provides numerical evaluation of the attained DoF expression and shows the performance gains for our proposed system compared to previous work. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a MISO broadcast channel with transmit antennas and single antenna receivers. The received signal at the th receiver is given by
where ( ) is the × 1 transmitted signal at time with a power constraint {| ( )| 2 } ≤ . The additive noise ( ) ∼ (0, 1) at time generated at receiver is circularly symmetric white Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance.
( ) is the 1 × channel vector from the transmitter to receiver at time which is sampled from a continuous distribution whose elements are complex Gaussian. The channel coefficients are assumed to be i.i.d. across the receivers. Let ( ) denote the achievable rate of message for a given transmission power defined as ( ) = log 2 (| |) where | | is the cardinality of the message set and is the number of channel uses. The DoF region is defined as the set of all achievable tuples
The total DoF of the network is defined as We assume that the receivers have perfect and global channel state information. Furthermore, we consider three different states of the availability of CSIT 1) Perfect CSIT ( ): identifies the state of CSIT in which CSIT is available to the transmitter instantaneously and without error. 2) Delayed CSIT ( ): identifies the state of CSIT in which CSIT is available to the transmitter with some delay greater than or equal one time slot duration and without error. , refers to the case where the transmitter has perfect knowledge to 1 , delayed information about 2 and no information about 3 . We denote the CSIT availability of the channels to the th receiver over time slots by . For instance, the CSIT availability over three time slots for receiver is given by 3 = ( , , ) where , , ∈ and , and denote the availability of CSIT in the first, second and third time slots, respectively. Similarly, we denote the availability of CSIT for the channels to the first and second receivers in three time slots "CSIT pattern" by 3 12 
The fraction of time associated with the availability of CSIT state for the network, denoted by where ∈ { , , }, is given by
where
and is the number of channel uses, and hence, ∑
Furthermore, we use Λ( , , ) to denote the distribution of fraction of time of the different states { , , } of CSIT availability.
III. PROPOSED INTERFERENCE CREATION-RESURRECTION SCHEME
Motivated by the previous work of [23] for the X channel, we extend this work to the BC. In this section, we propose a precoding scheme for the BC under alternating CSIT. The scheme is divided into two phases. The first phase is associated with the delayed and no CSIT states where the transmitter sends its messages. As a result, the receivers get linear combinations of their desired messages in addition to interference terms during this phase. This phase is called "interference creation." On the other hand, the second phase is associated with the perfect CSIT state and is called "interference resurrection" phase. In this phase, the transmitter reconstructs the old interference by exploiting the delayed CSIT in phase one in order to deliver new linear combinations to the receivers free from the interference and enable the receivers to extract their desired messages via physical network coding.
As an illustrative example of the K-user case: first, we consider a 3-user MISO BC with alternating CSIT pattern given by 5 123 = ( , , , , ) over five time slots. Let 1 , 2 and 3 be three independent messages intended to receiver 1 , 1 , 2 and 3 be three independent messages intended to receiver 2 , and 1 , 2 and 3 be three independent messages intended to receiver 3 . Consequently, the proposed scheme is performed over two phases as follows in the next subsections.
A. Phase 1: Interference Creation
This phase consists of three time slots, each time slot is intended to deliver an interference-free linear combination of the messages intended for one receiver. Therefore, at the th time slot, receives a linear combination of its desired symbols while the two other receivers , ∈ {1, 2, 3}∖{ } receive interference terms.
At = 1:
The transmitter sends all data symbols for 1 , i.e.,
As a result, the received signals are given as:
where ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) denotes the th linear combination of the messages 1 , 2 and 3 that is intended for receiver and ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) denotes the th interference term for receiver which is a function of the messages 1 , 2 and 3 overheard by receiver .
At = 2:
Similarly, the transmitter sends all data symbols for 2 as follows:
Then, the received signals are:
At = 3: Finally, the transmitter sends all data symbols for 3 :
Then,
B. Phase 2: Interference Resurrection
This phase consists of two time slots where in each time slot the transmitted signal is designed such that it provides two interference-free linear combinations of the messages intended to two receivers while the third receiver gets a linear combination of its desired messages corrupted by an interference term that can be removed using the received interference in previous time slots.
At = 4:
In this time slot, the transmitter utilizes the perfect CSIT at 1 and 2 . The transmitter delivers two interference-free terms to 1 and 2 while providing an interference-corrupted desired term for 3 . The transmitted signal is given by
where ℎ ( ) ⊥ and ℎ ( , ) ( ) ⊥ ∈ C 3×3 are the orthogonal projection matrices on the null space of ( ) and on the null space of the subspace spanned by both ( ), ( ), respectively. Then,
where [ ] 1 is the first element of a vector ∈ C 1×3 . In spite of receiving an interference-corrupted signal, receiver 3 can get a linear combination of its desired signals only and remove the interference by applying a simple physical network coding as follows:
At = 5: In this time slot, we deliver two interference-free terms to 1 and 3 while providing a desired term for 2 corrupted by removable interference, i.e.,
Receiver 2 can also remove the interference signal using its received signal in previous time slots, i.e.,
Hence, after five time slots, each receiver has three different linear combinations of its three desired messages and the total achieved DoF for the 3-user BC is given by Σ (3) = 9 5 . Theorem 1. The K-user broadcast channel with synergistic alternating CSIT with distribution ∈ Λ( = ( −1) 2 2 2 − , = −1 2 −1 , = 1 ) can achieve almost surely
Proof: The transmission scheme starts with sending information symbols in phase one, i.e., interference creation phase, to provide each receiver with a linear combination of its intended data symbols while creating − 1 interference terms at each receiver. This phase consumes time slots to deliver different linear combinations of the data symbols to different receivers while creating × ( − 1) interference terms that will be useful as a side information for the receivers in the subsequent time slots. This phase requires × ( − 1) delayed CSIT states and no CSIT states.
In contrast, phase two, i.e., interference resurrection phase, consumes ( − 1) time slots to deliver ( − 1) messages of order-, i.e., intended for the receivers, in order to make each receiver decode symbols successfully. This phase requires ( − 1) 2 perfect CSIT states and ( − 1) no CSIT states. The fraction of CSIT states during the two phases is given by
IV. DISCUSSION
Remark 1: Comparison with all delayed CSIT [12]
For the -user BC model, the achievable DoF under the CSIT alternation pattern with the distribution given in Theorem 1 is strictly greater than the best known upper bound for the all delayed CSIT pattern [12] , i.e., with distribution Λ(0, 1, 0), which is /(1 + 1 2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 1 ) DoF. In order to send 2 successfully decoded messages, the proposed scheme in [12] needs × (1 + 1 2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 1 ) ≈ × ln( ) time slots while our proposed scheme needs only 2 − 1 time slots thanks to the alternating CSIT feature. Fig. 2 shows the synergistic benefits of CSIT alternation on the DoF versus the number of users . 
Remark 2: Comparison with Hybrid CSIT [22]
The system model is similar to ours but with hybrid CSIT, i.e., the link availability is constant over the channel uses. As a comparison, for the case of ( , , ) the proposed scheme in [22] achieves 9 5 DoF, which implies that the channel states availability pattern over the channel uses is
). Note that this CSIT pattern has a distribution given by Λ( 5 15 , 10 15 , 0 15 ). However, by harnessing the synergy benefits of CSIT alternation in our case, with less distribution of CSIT availability, i.e., Λ( 4 15 , 6 15 , 5 15 ), our proposed scheme can achieve the same 9 5 DoF. Also, the authors needed extensive channel extension to achieve this DoF by sending 18 symbols (10 symbols for 1 , 4 symbols for 2 and 4 symbols for 3 ) in 10 time slots. On the other hand, the proposed scheme requires only 5 time slots to send 3 messages to each user.
Remark 3: Comparison with Tandon et.al. [21]
For an M-antenna transmitter and K users, the proposed scheme in [21] assumes that at each time slot perfect CSIT is present to min( , ) receivers and no CSIT to the remaining − min( , ) receivers. A total DoF of min( , ) is achievable at each time slot and therefore a sum DoF of min( , ) is also achievable for this scheme. The fraction of time that perfect CSIT obtained from any specific receiver is min( , )/ . For = , the fraction of time for perfect CSIT = 1 which means perfect CSIT should be available about all receivers.
Remark 4: Synergy benefits of CSIT pattern
The synergy gain of delayed CSIT followed by perfect CSIT is useful to reconstruct the interference terms in prior time slots and constructing messages useful for the receivers in subsequent time slots. Note that the DoF for the 3-user BC with perfect CSIT is 3, with delayed CSIT is bounded by 18 11 , and with no CSIT is one DoF. The alternation of CSIT states 123 over five time slots works cooperatively to provide a DoF greater than the DoF of the sum of their individual DoF for the same network. As an example, consider the CSIT alternation pattern given by 5 
is the fraction of time where perfect CSIT for receiver is available. Adding the the previous bounds, yields the following upper bound on the total DoF 
Remark 6: DoF region characterization
For the 3-user case, in order to find the optimal DoF for each receiver for a given perfect CSIT distribution ( 1 , 2 , 3 ), we solve the following linear program 
Since the constraints of the linear program are active, we can get a general closed form expression as a function of 's by using the reduced echelon form method. Then, the solution will be as follows * = 3 + 4 − ∑ 3 =1, ∕ =
5
, ∀ = 1, 2, 3
( 1 , 2 , 3 )
( 1 , 2 , 3 ) Scheme (1, 0, 0) (1, 0, 0) -(0, 1, 0) (0, 1, 0) -(0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 1) -(1/3, 1/3, 1/3) (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) Time sharing (2/5, 1/5, 1/5) (3/5,3/5,3/5) ICR (1/5, 2/5, 1/5) (3/5,3/5,3/5) ICR (1/5, 1/5, 2/5) (3/5,3/5,3/5) ICR (1, 1, 1)
(1,1,1) Conventional For a perfect CSIT distribution ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) = ( 2 5 , 1 5 , 1 5 ) then the optimal DoF tuple is given by * = (0.84, 0.64, 0.64) which is greater than the achievable DoF tuple = (0.6, 0.6, 0.6). Fig. 4 shows the achievable DoF region for the 3-user BC: the red point is the achievable DoF under perfect CSIT fraction with ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) = (2/5, 1/5, 1/5) (W.L.O.G we set 1 = and ∕ =1 < ), and the time sharing scheme is achieved by any convex combinations of the corner points. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the synergistic benefits of the alternation of CSIT for the K-user broadcast channel. The available CSIT alternates between three possible states of availability ( , , ). We have showed that 2 2 −1 DoF can be attained almost surely under CSIT distribution ∈ Λ( = ( −1) 2 ×(2 −1) , = −1 2 −1 , = 1 ). Also, we have compared our scheme with prior work and highlighted the advantages of having alternating CSIT to different receivers.
